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+441902332280 - http://www.kaptinkorma.com

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Kaptin Korma from Wolverhampton. Currently, there
are 17 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant

directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Philm4263 likes about Kaptin Korma:
This was my first visit and I was very impressed. King prawns were stunning and there were lots of them.

Couldn’t fault the food. The service was extremely good very attentive. Overall my experience was very good
read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or

physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. What User
doesn't like about Kaptin Korma:

Food was piping hot but chicken chaat puri was slightly salty and needed more flavour and the puri sits on top of
the chicken chaat in the box, making this very messy to eat. Other dishes ordered were nice. read more.

Traditional menus are prepared in the kitchen of Kaptin Korma in Wolverhampton with original Asian spices
scrumptious, One also prepares menus finely and freshly with original Indian spices. The Asian fusion cuisine

is also an important part of Kaptin Korma. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known menus too ordinary
should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients enjoy.
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